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Super-U to ask for additional $3 million for budget
BY RANDY REIL
The University of Maine's Vice-Chan-
cellor William Sullivan announced Wed-
nesday the university system will be asking
the Maine legislature for a three million
dollar increase in the budget request for
this year, over that which has already been
approved by the legislature.
Sullivan said, in a meeting of students,
administrators and legislators in the North
Lown Room of the Memorial Union, that in
the past the university system has felt it
necessary to ask the legislature for a
greater amount of funds than the univer-
sity needed, anticipating them to cut the
request. According to Sullivan, this year's
request involves enough funding to keep
existing programs at their current levels.
Sullivan noted that students currently
supply one-third of the necessary funds for
the university, and the legislators supply
the remaining two-thirds of the funding.
He noted this level of funding is the most
anyone should expect the students to bear
through their tuition costs.
The announcement was met with mixed
reactions from attending legislators. Rep.
John Norris of Brewer, who sits on the
committee which heard the request last
Tuesday said the committee appreciated
the trim request.
Another topic which highlighted the
meeting was the question of breaking up
the University of Maine system. Vice-
President for Research and Public Service,
Fred Hutchinson, said Maine ranks 48th
out of the 50 states in students who
graduate from high school and go on to
college. This complicated the question of
splitting up the Super U System. Taking
this into consideration, Maine should make
it as physically and financially possible for
students to go on to college as they can.
Steven Weyer, assistant to President
Neville said the other campuses provide a
college education to the students who are
not admitted to UMO. Webber said 80 per
cent of the students who are turned down
by UMO are admitted to one of the other
UMaine campuses.
Norris, claimed that Senator Ted Curtis'
recent bill would not work. Curtis' bill asks
for the dismantling of the Super U system
with each campus responsible for its own
budget. He said because the bulk of the
population of the state was in southern
Maine, campuses in northern Maine would
find funding requests met with unfair
opposition. He said even the Orono campus
would have this problem.
Weber noted UMO should consider what
it is doing in the time of this financial
pinch. He said it was a time for the
campuses to band together and not the
time for the large campuses to turn on their
smaller counterparts and suggest their
dismantling.
Student Senator Mike McGovern asked
the group about the quality of faculty at
McCarthy optimistic about UM budget
BY PEGGY GOYETTE
University of Maine Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy said he is optimistic about
getting the university's budget through the
108th legislature. which will convene in
January. The budget is drawn up on the
concept of "fair share", with the approach
that there are certain external forces
"causing increases on the budget even
when you're standing still," he said,
referring to inflation and cost-of-living
raises for faculty members.
According to McCarthy. university of-
ficials are not thinking in terms of more
program cuts because they feel confident
that if the university's plight is commun-
icated clearly enough. legislative support
will be forthcoming.
Part one of the budget aims at
maintaining Ole current level of operations
and services t y compensating the faculty
and staff with more adequate salaries and
benefits. This will require $56.5 million for
the 1977-78 academic year, a $4.5 million
increase over this year. according to
budget figures already released. Two-
thirds of this money would come from the
state and one third from the university as
its "fair share."
Part two concerns new programs: "For
the first time we're focusing on the quality
of education," McCarthy said, specifying
faculty development and support for
academic projects, strengthening of library
services, and health science programs
designed to respond to identified health
needs within the state. This will require
$1.1 milion new dollars for 1977-78, of
which $405,000 will go for faculty
development, $380,000 for health pro-
grams and $315,000 for library services.
"We feel strongly that the university has
a good story and if it's told effectively . .
we will get our fair share," he said.
McCarthy added that it takes all elements
working together—administrators, faculty
and studems. "I think it's important that
we don't get into internal squabbles that
make us appear less than professional."
McCarthy said a good deal of misin-
formation about the university is due to
people not having all the facts. To alleviate
this somewhat, there are attempts at
further communication such as campus
meetings between legislators and stu-
dents. One was arranged by the Student
Senate and conducted Dec. 8, and another
arranged by UMO administrators for Dec.
13 to bring together students, legislators
and university administrators to discuss
the budget.
"All large-scale public enterprises come
under continual review by the politicians
and the public." McCarthy said, adding
that the feedback which is generated is
important because it provides "a compass
which the university uses to stay on the
general course." He said it's necessary to
listen to this feedback in order to get the
proper directions because otherwise
there's danger of isolation and its resulting
tendency to miss the target.
"Accountability needs to be talked about
and shown," he said. "Our best examples
are our students. Another good example is
our part-time program, because it is
designed to fit the needs of the people of
Maine. We have a catalytic function which
is sometimes overlooked," he added.
McCarthy said the university has done a
very good job of adjusting to the budget
crunch, considering there was no mechan-
ism designed within the system for cutting
things out, and this could have created
panic.
"The apparatus that was used to put
new programs on the line allows the people
who'll be affected to have their say, and
I'm proud of them. We proved something
by it," he said.
According to McCarthy. the university is
not as friendless as the publicity implies.
"Bad news travels faster than good news,
but it goes away faster," he said. "The
university has lots of friends." He said the
feeling among legislators is that the
university is a good cause, and that it's.
"good politics to be for the University of
Maine."
UMaine student takes life
BY RANDY REIL
A twenty-year old student at the
University of Maine at Orono missing since
Nov. was found last Sunday, the victim of
suicide. The body of Jesse Roberts was
discovered at 2:30 Sunday afternoon by two
Old Town youths in the wooded area
around tie Franklin Whitter Farm located
on University property in Old Town.
Medical examiner Ann Hunter ruled the
death a suicide by gunshot and established
the time of death to five or six weeks ago.
Roberts, a member of Theta Chi
fraternity majoring in agricultural engi-
neering was first discovered missing by his
roommate, Douglas Curtis on Nov. 7.
Curtis said he was aware of Roberts
absence Nov. 7 when he asked if anyone in
the fraternity had seen him. Two days later
Curtis found the suicide note Roberts had
left on a clip board he had left turned over
on his desk.
Curtis said he could not read the note,
but told the UMO police about it. On Nov.
10, fifteen brothers of Theta Chi swept the
river area and the university forest to try to
find Roberts. The police department also
had a helicopter sweep the river in search
of the student. None of the searches turned
up the missing student.
Curtis said no one was aware that
Roberts was having any problems. He said
Roberts was a dedicated student who was
always "pretty quiet." UMO police said
that the note gave "personal reasons" for
committing the act.
The time of Roberts burial has not yet
been set. The family plans a private burial
in his home town of West Lebanon, Maine.
The family has requested that donations be
made to Theta Chi fraternity in lieu of
flowers.
Chancellor McCarthy
UMO. Norris said faculty turnover is part
of the educational system and has to be
expected. He said. ''It is a good part of the
system when teachers come to UMO and
achieve a status of quality that carries them
on to more prominent colleges and the
younger, more inexperienced teachers fill
in behind them." Dean of Student Affairs,
Dwight Rideout agreed with the point
Norris made but said the problem at Orono
is the over-abundance of exiting faculty.
House minority leader, Lynwood Pal-
mer, of Nobleboro, claimed Maine had
another problem plaguing its post-secon-
dary school educational system. Palmer
said he couldn't accept the fact that the
state was subsidizing over-crowded public
schools while the private colleges in the
state have empty dormitories. He cited
Ricker College as an example of the
problem.
Palmer suggested the answer to the
problem might be to subsidize students
instead of the institutions. That is,
students would be allotted a certain
amount of money to attend the college of
their choice in Maine. This is the plan
Governor James Longley supported in his
latest statement regarding education in
Maine. Palmer said he felt this would best
use Maine's many universities and col-
leges. Many people in attendance also
expressed concern about Maine's ability to
support seven University of Maine cam-
puses.
The meeting was part of a day-long
program arranged by the Student Govern-
ment Legislative Liason Committee (LLC).
According to LLC Chairperson Rita Laitres
the program was initiated to foster better
communication between the university and
the Maine Legislature.
Six legislators attended at least part of
the program which included the meeting, a
meal in Wells Commons and the Wednes-
day night General Student Senate Meet-
ing.
The legislators who attended the program
were: Jasper Wyman, Pittsfield; Lynwood
Palmer Jr.. Nobleboro; Dana Devoe,
Orono; Dick Davies, Orono; John Norris,
Brewer; and Swift Tarbell, Bangor.
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Rental fee expected for teams using Alfond Arena
BY KEN HOLMES
University of Maine at Orono students
playing intramural hockey next semester in
the new Alfond Ice arena may be charged
$20 per hour per team by the university.
David Ames, director of intramurals at
UMO, said yesterday UMO Athletic
Director Harold Westerman had recently
informed him about this charge. Ames said
plans have since been made to set up a five
game per team intramural league next
semester. As each game will last about an
hour, each team will have to pay $100 to
participate in the five game schedule.
Westerman himself said yesterday,
contrary to what Ames had said, no final
decision has been reached by the univer-
sity in regards to what intramural teams
will be charged to play in the new arena.
He said, however, that the arena will be
operated on a totally self-sustaining basis,
including such items as heat and electri-
city. Anybody using the arena, he said, will
have to help defray operational expenses.
Although the final decision has not been
made concerning the exact charge to be
levied upon intramural teams, Westerman
said the charge will probably be within the
$25 to $45 per hour range. Rental of the
arena, he said, will probably be cheaper
during off hours, or less desirable time
slots. However, Westerman said, the final
decisions for charges will rest with UMO
President Howard Neville.
Neville yesterday confirmed that the
arena will be operated on a totally
self-sustaining basis. He said no final
decisions have been made yet concerning
rental charges for the arena.
Neville said UMO organizations using
the arena will probably be charged the
same fees as will outside groups who rent
ice at the arena.
He also said one factor the arena's
management will have to contend with is
that, initally, there will be no reserve of
funds to fall back on. Ice rentals, he said,
might even be somewhat higher than
Access to committee meetings disputed
BY JIM SLOAN
By closing their committee meetings to
the public, the University of Maine and the
Maine Maritime Academy Boards of
Trustees may be violating the Maine
Freedom of Access Law. The legality of the
closed committee meetings has been
challenged by Sen. Ted Curits, a challenge
that has been strengthened by an opinion
issued by the Maine Attorney General's
office.
A law firm representing the University of
Maine, however, has interpreted the law
differently, and claims that closed commit-
tee meetings are in accordance with the
Freedom of Access Law. The Law declares
that "public proceedings which exist to aid
in the conduct of the people's business'.
must be open to the public. In defining
public proceedings, the law includes the
Maine Legislature and its committees and
subcommittees, and the Board of Trustees
of the University of Maine and the Maine
Maritime Academy, but makes no refer-
ence to their committees and subcomittees.
In a letter to Curtis, who requested the
opinion. Deputy Attorney Genetal Donald
G. Alexander wrote that the Maine
Freedom of Access Law's definition of
public prodeedings includes the activities
of the board of trustees, and that the law's
liberal construction mandate would indi-
cate that the board's committee meetings
should also be considered public proceed-
ings.
"The introduction to the public pro-
ceedings definition in the law notes that
'public proceedings' as used in this sub-
chapter shall mean the transactions of any
functions affecting any or all citizens of the
State by any of the following'.•• Alexander
%%rote. "An officially constituted commit-
tee or subcommittee of a board of trustees
would be carrying on the business of the
trustees, its deliberations would be subject
to the same rules as the deliberations of the
board of trustees themselves."
Prcsently the University of Maine Board
of Trustees has six standing committees
and a varying number of ad hoc
committees. Under the present set-up. the
trustees hold private committee meetings
to discuss opinions and draft proposals
which the entire board then considers and
votes on in their public meetings.
According to the board's present by-
laws, members of the public are barred
from all committee meetings unless
invited.
"The clear intent of the law is to
establish open government." Alexander
wrote. "and where close questions exist, to
interpret the law in favor of such
openness."
An attempt to make committee meetings
open to the public except by vote of
committee members was defeated in June
because the board lacked the neccessary
two-thirds vote. According to the Vice
Chancellor of Employe Relations. Samuel
D'Amico, the vote came before the
question of the law's intent was raised by
Curtis. Consequently. he said, the board
decided to "wait to hear both sides of the
issue" before voting their opinion.
In response to the deputy attorney
general's opinion, an interpretation of the
Freedom of Access Law and how it affects
trustee committee meetings was issued by
Barnett I. Shur, of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
and Nelson, the law firm representing the
University of Maine.
In a letter to University of Maine
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, Shur wrote
that although full board meetings are
public proceedings under the Freedom of
Access Law, the legislation does not make
reference to committees and subcommit-
tees, and therefore these meetings should
not be made open to the public.
Shur also wrote, "at the committee
hearing on the bill the question of
including or excluding meetings of com-
mittees and subcommittees of the univer-
sity (in the definition of pubiic proceed-
ings) was discussed and it is my
recollection that exclusion was deemed to
be appropriate, since such committees and
subcommittees had only reporting func-
tions without any authority to determine
final policy."
According to the Legislative Record,
Shur pointed out, committee and subcom-
mittees are specifically excluded from the
public proceedings definition.
• "Legislative intent is sometimes difficult
to determine," Shur concluded in his
letter, "but in this situation, the intent, as
set forth in the Legislative Record is clear,
unambiguous, and in my opinion, con-
trolling."
The University of Maine Trustees are
reviewing the two opinions and the board
will issue its opinion after its January
meeting.
would be needed to !met just the costs of
running the arena. "If the arena costs $18
per hour to run, the charges might be $20
per hour," Neville said.
A number of students, who had heard
rumors of the pending ice-rental charges
for hockey intramurals, were concerned
that the charge would penalize dorms or
fraternities unable to come up with the
funds to field a team in the league, as these
dorms or fraternities would be placed at a
disadvantage in the university's all-points 1
intramural competition.
Westerman said such a situation could
present problems. But he said, "All we're
trying to do is to get enought money to run
the arena."
Regardless of any fees students must
pay for use of the arena, Westerman said
he feels the intramural hockey program
will grow. Once the program is operating,
he said, the athletic department might look
into the possibility of charging admission
into intramural games to help defray
teams' expenses.
Another topic of recent student concern
is that the outdoor skating rink operating
by the university for many years will not be
in operation this year. Westerman said that
in the past the outdoor rink has been used
mainly in the spring semester. He claimed
that the rink has usually cost the university
several thousand dollars per year to
operate, even though the rink can only be
used for a short period of time due to
weather conditions.
He said the university has thus decided
not to operate the outdoor rink next
semester, with the Alfond Arena in
operation to make up for it.
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Editorial
Remember back in the good old days
when beer cost a quarter and the New
England Patriots were a lousy football
team? When winter rolled around at
UMO in that bygone era, the guys in
the dorms would throw on their long
underwear and go down to the skating
pond just past the UMO steam plant to
play a little hockey. The weather
always seemed to be too cold, and the
ice was always a little bumpy. But
playing some hockey at the old skating
pond was good, free exercise, in the
finest of the old New England
traditions.
Come to think of it, those good old
days weren't so long ago—only last
year as a matter of fact. How things
have changed in a year, though! A
beer now costs 45 cents at the Bear's
Den and the Patriots are headed for
the pro football playoffs, coming off
their best season ever.
As for that fond memory of skating
at the university's outdoor pond, that's
just a fond memory this year too.
Seems that the university is nearing
completion on its latest project, the
long awaited Harold Alfond Ice
Arena. A projected opening date of
Feb. 1, Harold Westerman informed
the Campus yesterday, has made
UMO's outdoor rink an unneeded
luxury this year. Students at UMO
this year will thus do their ice skating
in the new arena, at a healthy charge
per vist type arrangement, or not skate
at all.
Beginning to get the picture?
Maybe so, but there's more involved
with the death of the old outdoor rink
than a mere nostalgia trip. The Maine
Campus has learned, for instance, that
the athletic department is planning to
have a regular intramural hockey
league this year in the new arena. To
play five games in this new league,
each team will be levied a charge of
$100 by the unive-sity, to pay for the
costs of running tie arena.
Needless to say, there's some
serious problems with this planned
charge for intramural hockey, some
Ah, but for those good old days again...
problems which demand some thought
and attention by university officials.
For instance, the university has
something known as an all-points
award for the dormitory or fraternity
whose teams fare the best over the
course of the entire school year in all
the intramural sports combined. The
athletic department is tentatively
planning to count points gained by
participating in the hockey league
toward this all-points total.
What if the dorm or fraternity is
unable to come up with the funds to
field a team in the new Alfond arena
league? They'll be unable to compete
in the league, and will be penalized in
the all-points standing for their lack of
participation. Is this, university
officials, in the true spirit of intramural
sports? From this end, at least, the
answer is an emphatic no!!
And so it goes. President Neville
said yesterday that although no final
decisions have been made yet,
university organizations renting ice
time at the new arena will probably be
To the editor:
"Anonymous" has claimed res-
ponsibility for the theft of the sign
from the campus police department,
and has rationalized the deed as an
action of conviction.
While it is commendable to have
convictions and to adhere to a
philosophy, Anonymous and asso-
ciate(s) proved the very reason for
the existence of the police and
judicial systems in our society.
charged the same rates as outside
groups desiring to use the rink. This
too, seems grossly unfair.
Granted, the hockey arena will be
operated entirely on a pay-as-you-go
plan. All money used to build the
arena came from outside sources, and
all money needed to run the facility
will come from ice-time rentals,
admissions charges, and other such
fees.
University officials themselves have
admitted, however, that they've been
surprised by the number of outside
organizations who have already
contacted the university desiring to
rent ice time at the arena.
If, in fact, the number of outside
organizations who want to use the
arena is as large as the university has
led us to believe, then why not try to
capitalize on this situation?
Charge these outside groups more
than is needed to operate the arena.
See what the market will bear. If
enough revenue over and above
expenses can be garnered from these
outside sources, UMO intramural
hockey players might once again be
able to skate for free, and in a
beautiful new indoor arena to boot.
Other students also might be able to
use the arena at a low charge, or no
charge at all, but only if such outside
funds can be earned.
The idea might not work, but it's
worth a try. In this day of ever-rising
student costs, the university might
really be able to give students a break
at the new Alfond Arena.
Perhaps we'll never know if the
above idea is feasible. It would be a
shame, though, if university officials
don't make every attempt to give UMO
students and organizations a break as
far as prices go at the new Harold T.
Alfond arena.
Otherwise, at least give us back
some of the good old days, with the
skating pond out back. The ice may
not have been all that good all the
time, but the price sure enough was!
K H •
I LT TERS
These thieves committed a crime.
In an attempt to give an example of
the strength and depth of their
conviction, they have destroyed the
legitimacy of their beliefs.
I am an idealist. Idealism is
positive and some of the greatest
leaders in this country have been
idealist. They, however, achieved
their goals within the system as I
intend to do. There is little reason
why this cannot be accomplished. If
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one's ideas are not accepted by
people. then one must assume that
the idea's time has not yet come.
As regards the Anonymous view of
big business and the political
system, I can accept that perception
of the state of affairs, but find their
parallels difficult to understand.
Certainly government and busi-
ness are very large sectors of our
existence,, but to cite the "political
machine's" dependence on the
corporate structure is erroneous. If
anything business is indebted to
political power as is evidenced by the
perceived need of industry lobbyists,
and the large contributions busi-
nesses have made to various political
entities.
It is this same status of politics
which is the true cause of alienation
and frustration among the people. It
is the imagined inability to be a part
of the political system that is
responsible for large numbers of
voters staying away from the polls.
The impersonal nature of the
environment that Anonymous attri-
butes to big business, I believe, is
actually the result of the decay of the
family as a unit of society and the
corresponding failure of someone or
something to teach respect of
individuals.
When one does not exhibit respect
for another, then the other will not
display respect. This is, indeed, a
cycle. And I believe that this is more
the root of "the hostile mentality"
than the political or economic
system.
If we accord individuals the same
respect as we ourselves desire, there
is no reason why we should not
receive it. However, the respect
should not be limited to the person of
the individual, but must irteltirte
respect for the individual's ideas,
beliefs, and habits, and even one's
choice of occupation. By a mutual
exchange of respect within the
norms (laws) of society, the ideal
society Anonymous speaks of. is
entirely possible. but it is incon-
ceivable to believe the ideal society
would be hastened by dispensing
with police departments.
Bill Loring
The Maine Cal
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LETTERS
My fellow ` A'-mericans...
To the editor:
Oh boy. Oh boy. Some of the
people who live on this campus really
really scare me sometimes. Of
course,mostly it's those few reaction-
ary bead-slingers in Cumberland
Hall.(Why are all the holy rollers
confined to Cumberland anyway?
You know, they should be confined.
but I won't tell you where—)
As regarding and pertaining about
what those who wrote said, let me
say this. I don't need any dictionary
to tell me what "pagan" means and I
don't need any KKK brothers to tell
me who's really "bigotted" and
"ignorant", and I support my
country's Bill of Rights right down
the red, white, and blue line- but it
wasn't put there to protect Billy
Graham and Sung Moon Fuck or
whatever the hell his name is. What
we need are good, forthright Ameri-
can men and- yes, women too- to
stand up and be counted in the ranks
against out-moded didactic dogma
and by-gone biblical bullshit.
Any religion anywhere is filled to
bursting will self-serving oppressive
doctrine. Why else are modern
Americans from all walks of life
fleeing their churches in droves-
except for the weirdo Jesus freaks
who'd follow anything with a cross
on it!
I appeal to all my fellows to come
forward and prove by our numbers
that we are right, we are Truth, we
are the light. I sign myself again with
the initial I'm proud of- standing not
for "asshole" or "atheist", but
(power to the real people!) for
AMERICAN!
A.
Thanks
To the editor:
It is time again to thank all the
people publicly who have been
involved with this past semester's
success in Hillel. Without the
following people's help such things
as our monthly Bagel Brunches,
Sabbath Dinner, and Bagel Days
could not have been successful; Gail
Plesset, Gwynn Lorber, Eileen
Asher, Gail Cohen, Sue Monte11, and
Laurie Greenberg. And to everyone
else who helped and participated.
my sincere thanks. To everyone a
happy holiday season and we hope to
see you next semester (The first
Bagel Brunch next semester will be
Feb. 6).
Lawrence Saloman
President UMO HiIlel
Bring back Robertson
To the editor:
While reading the Bangor Daily
News recently, I was shocked to see
and read an article concerning the
firing of Prof. Craig Robertson,
former Assistant Professor of His-
tory at UMO. I took three courses
from Prof. Robertson and have many
fond memories of those classes and
consider Prof. Robertson to be the
runaway winner of the "Who was my
favorite instructor" contest.
I first registered for one of his
courses in part because of the
excellent recommendations I heard
concerning his teaching excellence.
It later became obvious to me that
Prof. Robertson was one of those
instructors who took pride in deliv-
ering a stimulating, precise and
authoritative lecture and who con-
tinually strived to improve his
teaching skills.
I was dismayed to learn that
although the History Department
had voted to keep him on in a
tenured position, this decision was
overturned by the powers that be. if
an unimpressive publication record
(the reason for his discharge), is so
important that excellence in teaching
can be rewarded by termination.
then I say it's time to reevaluate the
criteria on which tenure and promo-
tion decisions are made. It is also an
affront to us, the students, to find
that someone whom we elected to be
a finalist in the Distinguished
Professor of the Year award in '974,
has been fired.
I was sorry to hear that Prof.
Robertson had left. I am saddened
at the reasons why.
Warped and sick
To the editor:
In reply to the reply of Dec.10
concerning the Dec.3 article, you all
must be crazier than we thought!
You should have let it go as being
drunk. You are now being referred to
as mentally unfit! Anyone that steals
signs to get across their warped
ideas and beliefs across is really
sick! If that is what you really
James M. White
believe, why don't you say it?
Remember, you can catch more bees
with honey than with vinegar. We
feel that you can't really believe that
trash if you won't even say it, or sign
your name to the letter. We really
feel sorry for you all and God help
you!
Following suit,
Anonymous
A band for all seasons
To the editor:
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to tell you of the great job you
have been doing in publishing the
Maine Campus. It is a very inter-
esting and informative paper which
deals with many areas of UMO,
socially and academically. The paper
has printed articles on many of the
campus organizations, both large
and small, like the sports teams.
some classes, the religious organi-
zations, etc. I noticed, however, that
you have never mentioned a certain
group of students that. I'm sure,
everyone has seen at least once.
This particular group means a lot
to me and many other members of it,
and has the potential for a great
story. They (we) are present at many
of the social activities and gatherings
on and around campus. We've
participated in every home football
and basketball game. parent's week-
end, the organizational fair. Home-
coming weekend, the Alumni ban-
quet. we almost got to go to
Washington, D.C. for the inaugura-
tion, we've been to local football
games. we've hosted several high
school organizations similar to ours -
not to mention our overall job of
keeping the Maine spirit high. The
members of this organization spend
most of their free time during the
first week of school working our tails
off to look sharp. be sharp and sound
in tune.
While most students are still
sleeping on Saturday mornings, we
were awake and working. When
most students were partying on
Monday. Wednesday. and Friday
afternoons, we were working. When
most students were still at home
before school started, we were
here. devoting 10 hours a day to our
work. I think there are few organiza-
tions on campus who have as much
Pride. Spirit and Drive as the UMO
marching band!
Thanks and keep up the good
work.
M.B.
• 'a member of the band"
P.S. Our peak season is football
season, but we're still an active
campus organization throughout the
year as a 'Campus Band.' Marching
Band' is only one semester.
Our lazy fat cats'
To the editor:
I have never been fond of Mr.
Neville and his band of idiots but this
time they have really messed things
up. This change in the exam
schedule has messed up everything
for me, and. I am sure for many
others.
I see the point of the change and I
think it is a great idea. But why in
hell did it take all but a riot to get this
change. and why did they wait until
the last minute? Why wasn't it
evident to these "intelligent lead-
ers" that this change was needed?
Why couldn't they foresee this
problem ahead of time when the
schedule was first being drawn up?
Or is it presumptuous of me to
assume they have foresight"
Well. I guess I can chalk this up as
another case of Fat Cats sitting on
their fat asses until someone all but
shoves them out of their chair to do
what should have been done months
ago.
I have always said that if the
people that run this college were to
try to run a business the business
would be bankrupt within a week.
Incompetence among the "leaders"
of this university is as abundant as
air.
Magic man
To the editor:
This is concerning Sunday night's
performance 'An Evening of Rag-
time Piano'. In my opinion. MUAB,
or anyone else, is confronting a
formidable task; namely, trying to
come up with a performance superior
to that presented by Professor Glenn
Jenks. I understand now why he is
referred to as professor.
Being a selective listener, I am
somewhat (an understatement)
pleased that I picked this particular
performance to go to. It was magic.
The way in which Mr. Jenks plays
ranks high among the most incred-
ible things I have ever witnessed. If I
seem infatuated it is only because I
Ruby
am. Besides being an exceptional
pianist, he is a fine humorist and is a
superb entertainer.
Unfortunately, there was not an
excessive number of people in the
audience. But, if more knew of what
had taken place this night. there is
little doubt where they would have
been. Anyone who thinks he doesn't
like 'Rag' surely would have been
confronted with something unex-
pected. Congratulations MUAB, you
can't do much better. But, when this
Professor Glenn Jenks comes back,
for his sake and everyone else's,
please make some bigger posters!
Gary Anderson
232 Oxford
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Gift Certificate frompEsiturs
"the pizza spec,aIists"
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY PIZZA NEW YEAR!
154 Park Street 866-4918
The Maine Campus
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Coast Lobster
Stuffed-Baked-Boiled-Broiled
-Salad
Ii“) lire lobsters- steamers
Parked to ship as Ordered
494 So. Main St. Brewer, Me.
Tel.(207)989-2277
. 4.X... 7;
ARE YOU DOING ALL THIS
SEMESTER'S WORK THIS WEEK?
TAKE A BREAK WITH US
HOT DELI
SAN DVJICHES 
SUB-PERIOR SUBS 
BURGERS & FRIES
HOT DOGS
Beverages
ile\i/ OPEN
BIG 24
'ANUS) HOURSQoAs, sANoodici4is
30 Central St. DOWNTOWN BANGOR 945-9524 
Special Christmas Buffet
Friday Dec. 17th
11:15 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
in the Ford Room of the
MEMORIAL UNION
$2.50 per person
44,41. 
Restaurant
& Disco
15 Mill St., Orono
Plemsant Atmosphere - Economical Prices
Slated To A Student's Pocketbook
Fine Menu Featuring:
or-NrivAtinkt•le. Oertni.." Srt.tghetti
- p•-••2, U tuctrto, 1Ja
Homecooked Specials
Serving 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
After
ao
Dinner Retzre To The Librors., )r- Drudis & Conversation
LATER DANCE DISCO DOWNSTAIRS
murs Sat.
DON'T FORGET OUR HAPPY HOURS
Thurs. Ladies' Nite 7:30-10.
Fri. & Sat. Men's Nites 7:30-9
The Maine Cal
715(
Hot Sandi
OPEI
Enjoy
a n4
Go'
still,
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tbe 11) i mat T4Tavern
34 Main St., Orono 866-4402
•RE • N t,5
Hot Sandwiches & Snacks Pool-Games-Color Cable TV
OPEN DAILY: Mon.-Thurs at 4 Fri-Sat-Sun at 2
LOWEST PITCHER PRICES
IN TOWN
Celebrate the holidays
with your friends
Go out to dinner at
Governors
SUNDAY SPECIAL
FRESH CHAR BROILED SIRLOIN STEAL DINNER
Choice of potato cole slaw gravy
homemade roll  Si 99
Enjoy yourself, have
a night out before
finals at
GOVERNOR'S
Stillwater Corner
TheDukesays.:Steak
out this great :pedal
$S at the ChuckWagonf
II
Union St.-Bangor
inamarea IslN
Unita WilUVII
PIESTAUPIANT
INAGION LOUNGE
..
0.==.t,C===XIC=41.04
CMAZ gtfil4
Union 51, Bangor
(1 Priam Weat•rn Steer, seasoned
Salad Marvel
'COUPON
SAVE SAVE
.501 ENJOY THE NEW .so.
BLACK DIAMOND STEAK
In he. bs soln• rnartreasio.
& Fries.
Rog. $3.23 $2.75
RIM
jarit
CHARCOAL PIT
41ISIteNsfIESSIts as A
/*11MS! 41111/011,11414V,
ye
Featuring an excellent
variety of. . .
Italian Cuisine •
Steaks • Seafoods
• Fresh Dough Pizza
Happy Hour
4-6 p.m.
Mixed Drinks 75c
ICE A•BOX
Postai; rant & Lounge
Phone 942-3327
Under New Bridge—Bangor
Merry
Christmas
To You From
,SUBWAY
JANDWICH
SHOP
Featuring Over 65
Varieties of Sandwiches
0
0
N'
acic Rose
Restaurant & Lounge
Stillwater Ave.
Old Town
827-2388
International & Domestic Cuisine
Weiner Schnitzel Bratwurst
Hungarian Goulash Steak au Poivre
Home-made European Cakes
IMPORTED
Beers Sunday Buffet Hours
Wines 11-3 $2.50 11 toll weekdaysliquors 11 to 1 weekends
Every Thurs.-Folk Nite-Live Entertainment
Julie DeGrasse
Fri. & Sat.: Wayne & Co. Sat. Night : Alpine
Christmas 'Party with free Feverzangenbowle
We still have open dates for Christmas parties.
rl 110 MIN Ile M M M WM lel M M Ill MINIM
Treat
yourself to a
FREE CHEESEBURGER
when you purchase a book of
McDonald's Gift Certificates for $5.00
This
coupon
valid
only at mcDonaId._S of Old Town
AA
III
Offer expires December 17, 1976
We do it all for you.
Ilhammsemmurnif One coupon per customer per visit
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Students discuss pros, cons of off-campus living
BY THERFSA BRAULT
Students move off-campus for a variety of reasons.
Some list the high costs of living on campus at the
University of Maine at Orono. Others list dissatisfaction
with such items as dormitory lifestyles, cafeteria food,
housing conditions, and conflicting lifestyles with
students in dormitories as the major reason influencing
their decisions to move off campus.
In recent interviews with about thirty off-campus
students at UMO. all agreed they like living
off-campus, and would not move back if they had the
chance. All agreed. too, the off-campus environment
has increased their personal happiness.
Why? Cost, according tu most of those interviewed.
was one important factor. Figured on an eight month
average, which is the amount of time spent in school for
most students, off-campus housing can be cheaper than
dormitory habitation, most agreed.
For 1976-77. a 14 meal plan costs $772.50 per
semester and a 21 meal plan costs $802.50. Adding on a
room charge, total cost per year for room and board is
$1.545 for the 14 meal plan and $1,605 for the 21 meal
plan. According to Residential Life, 54 per cent of those
costs provide money for building mortgages and
salaries for personnel such as resident directors.
janitors, maids, resident assistants and receptionists.
Photo by Robin Hartford
while 35 per cent goes to pay utilities. •
Off-campus students forego the room and board
charges, paying the university only the $675 for tuition
per year. However, they pick up other costs that they
don't have on campus, namely a monthly rent and its
related expenses. Most off-campus residents, for
instance, must also pay electricity, heat, a telephone.
oil or gas, water ard food. The average off-campus
costs are: $110 to $170 per month for rent;
electricity-S28 per month; telephone-S20 per month;
oil-S24 per tank of oil or about $125 for the six heating
months; food-$10-15 per week; gas-$25 per month; plus
weekly commuting costs.
According to Jamie Eves, of the Off-Campus Board
((KB). a thrifty student can save considerable amounts
of money off-campus.Many students save money by not
installing phones, cutting down on trips during the day
and cutting meat out of their diet.
Eves said the amount of money a student saves
depends on how much he is willing to sacrifice. An
off-campus stc,dent can't save much money if he
expects to have all the conveniences of the dorm,
according to E.ves.
Housing costs, however, are by no means the only
reason many students move off-campus. Nor, according
to most, do the lower costs of housing have much to do
with the greater happiness experienced after moving
ott-campus.
Some students just don't enjoy living in dorms. Many
are private students who could not adjust to gang-style
dorm life. One student said she hated the dorms
because people used to bother her at all hours of the
day or night. She objected to the noise in the dorms as
well, and felt she had no privacy.
Another gir decided to move off after she got food
poisoning the week before Thanksgiving.
The students also felt they were under artificial.
social pressures in the dorms. Many said thdly' felt
uneasy with their roommates, especially when their
roommates had friends in the room. Most said they felt
cramped in the small rooms. One girl complained that
in the dorms. "you get every damn germ that goes
around."
For some students, another plus in moving off
campus is, they feel their study habits improved after
they moved.
Also, most said they enjoy their own cooking better
than cafeteria food and now they get to eat what they
want to, when they want to. One student exclaimed.
"At least now I don't have to pay for meals I don't eat."
Another was delighted because she no longer has to
dress for breakfast.
The students interviewed also feel more involved in
community affairs now. They believe they are more
responsible. and commented responsibility is important
for an off-campus student, especially with the monthly
bills.
On the other hand, off-campus life is not without its
problems. Some students feel they miss a lot by not
living on campus. They point out that on-campus
students are lucky since they have many activities
going on right at their doorsteps. One off-campus
student complained she never knows what goes on in
Orono. She said there is very little news of campus
activities off-campus, and she feels she's missing a lot.
Jamie Eves disagrees. He believes off-campus
students generally don't feel this way. He said since the
students choose to move off in the first place, they are
not interested in campus activities. They follow their
own tastes and interests, rather than the general
activities sponsored by the campus community.
Off-campus students listed other advantages of
on-campus living. They envy the "one, big bill",
campus students pay. They also said it was hard to
adjust to off-campus living at flut. especially for people
who were used to living in the dorms and having maids
do the housework.
Male students complained they now have to do
housework.dishes and shopping, all unfamiliar roles.
They said it was a shock when they finally realized
there was no one to do their dirty work for them.
Eves also pointed to these unexpected duties as part
of the problem with many students who move off
campus. He said too many students believe everything
they hear about off-campus life and dive into it without
checking it out.
Suddenly, he said, they find themselves with all sorts
of responsibilities and bills they didn't have before.
Eves realizes it's hard to estimate all the costs a student
would face in living off campus. but he cautioned
students to investigate their living situation more
carefully before deciding to move.
He said students are notoriously bad consumers-
they don't realize that rent is higher than they expect
and tend to forget it is a bill that comes up monthly.
They also forget other bills like rubbish removal.
laundry bills, grocery bills and maintenance costs on
appliances and the house, according to Eves.
Eves also pointed out many off-campus students
don't eat properly. Many don't know how to shop or
cool-, they don't have time to shop, or they just forget.
"You end up eating a lot of peanut butter sandwiches."
he said.
However. Eves said, students who can garden and
cook their own things, not only save money, they often
eat better foods. In Off-Campus Board surveys, Eves
found many off-campus students are vegetarians. A lot
of other off-campus students eat vegetables, often to
cut corners on grocery bills, he said. .
Another oversight of many students who move off
campus is transportation costs. Many try to find
"apartments near the campus so they can avoid using
their cars at all. but more must find some method of
transportation to and from campus. Eves' surveys show
most off-campus students have their own cars. Those
without cars usually hitch-hike to campus, because
many off-campus students prefer hitch-hiking to taking
the citi-bus. It's cheaper, and if they live near a main
street, it's usually easy to get a ride, according to mans
students.
According to Eves, the idea of a car pool or the
community ride board is almost dead in this area
because most students prefer to come and go when they
please and don't want to be tied to specific times with a
pooling system. Eves also said the interests and
activities of off-campus students, are so different, it
would be difficult to start a continuing ride schedule.
But, he added, the Off-Campus Board still plans to
institute a community ride board next semester. The
board will go up across the hall from the ice cream shop
in the Memorial Union and will offer rides and riders to
the surrounding communities.
Another problem facing students who wish to move
off-campus is financial aid. A financial aid official said
the office has no choice but to make "packaging
adjustments" in students' financial aid if students
choose to move off campus. According to federal
regulations a student's Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant ( BEOG) must be cut if he moves off campus. The
official said the government requires this cut because,
they maintain, students require more money to live on
campus.
However, the state and university aid programs
aren't as harsh on off-campus students as the federal
program. "We figure everyone's budget with the same
figures", a financial aid representative said. He said
the financial aid office makes a "gross miscalculation"
and considers both on and off-campus students need
the same amount of money.
Perhaps the worst consequence of moving off-
campus occurs when a student wishes to return to
campus living. According to Donald McCurdy of
Residential Life, it is almost impossible for an
off-campus student to get back on campus once he
moves off. These students are considered readmis-
sions. and they go to the bottom of the priority list when
they request residential housing. The first step for
them is back to the Bangor campus, then they fall
behind freshmen and previous BCC residents on the
priority list.
Landlords pose another major problem for many
off-campus tenants. Eves believes most students get
along well with their landlords, but there are always
exceptions. Often landlords resort to illegal tactics
when dealing with tenants, and tenants don't realize
their rights in these cases. For example. it is illegal for
landlord to lock a tenant out or remove him or his
possessions without 30 days prior notice. A landlord
must also give 30 days notice before an eviction notice
or before he can raise the rent.
Another problem facing off-campus students is the,
buildings themselves. Eves called some of the student
building "tenements". Many of the older houses in Old
Town, once homes of the rich have been converted into
apartments and are now run down. He cited incidents
of faulty plumbing, peeling plaster and generally
delapitated conditions. But, he added, students have a
way of changing a tenement into a liveable place. and
many of these buildings are quite habitable with a little
bit of work.
Eves offered many suggestions to students seeking
off-campus housing. First he pleaded. be prepared,
know what you're looking for and what to expect. The
Housing Office maintains a current list of all the
available apartments, rooms, trailers and houses in the
surrounding area. These listings are given to housing
by the landlords once off-campus housing becomes
available. The Housing Office also has several books on
how to rent, giving information on all aspects of tenant
life and advice on how to look for apartments.
The Off Campus Board offers many services for
students who wish to find off-campus housing. such as
current files on the landlords in the area and their
apartments. OCB updates this report every year with
surveys of the tenants which ask their opinions of the
housing, the landlords and the costs.
Eves urges prospective tenants to talk to present
tenants of the landlord. Find out what the landlord is
like, and if the tenants have any trouble with him. Eves
also urges students to check out the apartment
themselves, especially the plumbing facilities. And, he
urges students to read their contracts carefully before
they sign anything.
OCB also offers a variety of services for students
already off campus. They have a current file of
available baby sitters and they plan to put up a ride
board for commuters and off-campus students. OCB
represents the off-campus students in the Student
Government and in meetings with the administration.
They also sponsor their own tenants advocate, Mark
Schneider. Mark has paralegal experience and is free to
answer any questions about landlord practices and
laws. He will gladly help students with any legal
problems they encounter.
OCB also sponsors a co-op food program for
off-campus students, which gets students bulk
quantities of food at wholesale costs.
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HOLIDAY DOWNTOWN OPEN 'TIL 9
AIRPORT MALL STORE OPENHOURS: 'TIL 10 UNTIL X-MAS
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TEL 'EM YOU WANT
I Choose From 10 Tons of LEVIS at
The Boston Store
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41his Christmas,
the pear tree bears pairs—
Diamond
wedding ensembles in
platinum and 18K white or
18K yellow gold.
.ryant Son.9nc.
46 Main Street
Bangor, Maine
VISIT
THE
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EARLY y,
AMERICAN
Come in and find SY
unique Christmas
gifts for your
"Old Fashion(:hristmas" celebration
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For Christmas
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gifts and
custom framing
40 Main St.: Bangor
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Be The Best
Santa
In Town!
This year, take special care to pick the gifts that will
be apreciated for years to come. The people at Freeses
can help you find the perfect gift for everyone.
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DOWNTOWN STORE OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 9 p.m.
MALL STORE TIL 10 p.m. UNTIL X-MAS
Arriving before
Christmas!
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VIKING SEWING CENTER
12 HOWARD LANE
BANGOR
945-3473
Classifieds —,-
Help Wanted-Young professional couple
seeks responsible student to care for infant,
halfdays in exchange for private room in our
cnrrtfortatIc Bangor Horne. Weed.enol, free
To start January 3. Call 842-8164.
ATTENTION Skowhegan/Waterville stu-
dents. The Maine Sportsman, a monthly
publication will pay for your gas, money
home once a month plus a few bucks For
more details contact the Maine Sportsman, 22
Bolling Dr., Bangor Me. 04401. Tel 942-0287
Personal
Wanted. Girl who is pure of heart, noble of
spirits, sober and "Born to Run". See Joe,
237 Hancock.
ACADEMIC RESEARCH PAPERS. Thou-sands on file. Send $1.00 for your 192
-page,
mail order catalog. 11322 Idaho Ave ,206H,(213) 477-8474
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STUDENTS . . . . . .
FOR AIR TRAVEL ANYWHERE CALL
BAR HARBOR AIRLINES.
• 15 Percent discount.
• Confirmed seats - no stand by
• Frequent flights to PORTLAND -
BOSTON - PRESQUE ISLE -
QUEBEC CITY.
• For your convenience - Bar Harbor has
an on campus sales representative -
Call him for information and
reservations.
RON ASELTINE
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
866-4528
'a
git Aar MANN' RMAW 
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frerything for the Horse
and Horseman
*Leather jackets, fringed & pile lined
*Vests, Boots-English, Western & Dingo
*English and Western riding apparel
and equipment
GASS SALESSTABLES Main Rd., M.R.A.Orono, Tel. 866-2075
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LOBSTER MEAT
SCALLOPS
CLAMS
& *Maas
LOBSTERS
FRESH FISH
SHRIMP
53 STREET, BREWER MAINE - 989 5209
98 CENTER STREET, OLDTOWN, MAINE 827-5371
FRESH SEAFOOD IN SEASON
1 
We Pack Lobster For Air and Car Travel
Lobsters Cooked By Order
MERRILL TRASK 
_ 
.01•1.
FRED KENNEY
11
=Qiocnaoispologilas2C30100_10010010
MORSO
DANISH WOOD STOVE
BAFFLE SYSTEM,
AIR TIGHT, CAST
IRON, ENAMEL
FINSIH
WRG SUPPLIERS
P.O. BOX 358
BREWER, ME
989-5110QictxricciT=J
HOBBY MAKERS
"ONLY THE BEST
IN HOBBIES"
HO TRAINS
SCRATCH BUILDINGS
MATERIALS
WAR GAMES
Power rocket
materials
fuel
5 STATE ST.
BREWER, MAINE 04412
989-1210
CONSIGNMENTS
NEW AND NEARLY
NEW CLOTHES
Now in stock:
muskrat coat
cape & muff
short mouton
12
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119 South Main
Franny's Shoe Service
Skate Sharpening
Hollow-ground
figure and hockey skates
OLD TOWN
+MM. •••lb- 4=10-•
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TILL
CHRISTMAS
Gifts may be exchanged after Christmas
free gift boxes
fleece lined
smooth brushed suede
$29.95
Main St. Old Town
••••••• 
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CLOGS—S17.00 00/
SHOE CLOGS—$21.O0
BOOT CLOGS
ALL SIZES
AND COLORS 
TEMPORARY FACILITIES
SO CALL BRIAN PEOPLES AT 827-5421 FOR FifiUm,R.S)
' 47 N. MAIN ST . OLD TOWN ME.
Mal Sw dr
anish
MEN'S& WOMEN'S
IN SUEDES and SMOOTH LEATHERS
OVER 150 IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
ORDER NOW FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS
Battery Sale!
Special battery. special price'
Take advantage of our NAPA battery sale and
you II end up with up to 2-1 2 times more cranking
power. thanks to thin
polypropylene walls
that leave extra room
for more energy-pro-
ducing materials
Dubay's Auto Parts
Center St & Water St Old Town
Hammond St Bangor
10% off marked prices at the University Bookstore
now until Dec. 23
sale does not apply to textbook annex, and any other discounts void at this time
STAR TREK CALENDAR
1977
Not even a Klingon could resist this year's
STAR TREK CALENDAR!
The 1977 calendar spotlights 14 full-color still photos from the
origins, I v sera& a Specially designed functional grid. and adual system of Earth arid Star dates For the hundred, of
thousand of Trekkies all over the the Federation
IndrAdually gift packaged in a sturdy corrugated carton.
suitable for mailing
A Baient,ne Original 14 95
Up to 40% off on selected items
Jewelry—books—clothing
Watch for specially marked items
J.R.R. TOLKIEN
1977
CALENDAR M.C. ESCHER CALENDAR
1977
Since the wonderful, whimsical world of Middle Earth
surfaced. the J R.R Tolkien Calendar has become thebestselling calendar of all time! This year it's more delightfulthan ever, for once again, the talented Hildebrand Bros. havechosen 13 new scenes to illustrate with their fabulous full colorpaintings Includes a special center spread and all datesimportant to Middle Earth Each successive Toikien Calendarhas become a collectors itern
Quantities Limited!
Balentine Original $4,95
at the
This year's M.G. Etcher Calendar takes a stunning approachto the graphics of the great artist with an exciting new look.There are striking black line graphics painted on silver foil inaddition to vibrant full
-color reproductions on quality whitestock A specially designed grid complements a completelynew selection of material—including rare images as well assome of Escher's most popular ones
A Salentine Original $4 95
University Bookstore
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'School for Scandal' to feature lively dialogue
BY JILL HANSEN
The first UMO performance of "School
for Scandal", since the days before World
War I. opens tonight at 8:15 in Hauck
Auditorium. Prof. James Bost, director of
the Maine Masque production. said
"School for Scandal" is not just a closet
drama, but has application, meaning and
humor today.
The play is a "big costume show," with
lively dialogue. Bost said. Originally a
five-act play. Bost edited and condensed
the action and dialogue into three acts.
The production of "School for Scandal"
depended heavily on talent siphoned from
the UMO School of Performing Arts, which
includes the theatre, music, dance, radio
and television departments.
Betsy Wilder, a graduate assistant in
theatre. designed 26 colorful, authentic
costumes. "We don't have a full-time
professional costumer, so we rely heavily
on graduate assistants who have some
expertise," Bost said.
Wayne Merritt, the technical man and
scene designer, also directs lighting and
setting. Merritt is fulfilling his creative
thesis project for his masters degree.
Live music is also used in "School for
Scandal." Lorraine Harris arranged the
music to be played by Gina Fulchino on the
harpsichord and Elizabeth Downing on the
flute.
"School for Scandal" was written by
Richard Brinsley Sheridan in the late
eighteenth century. "The play is
considered by some the most popular
comedy ever written in the Englist,
language," Bost said, "and has been a
showcase for many great stars."
"School for Scandal" runs from Dec. 14
through Dec. 18. Curtain time is 8:15
nightly.
Events
DYLAN THOMAS' "A Child's Christmas
in Wales." A short film from 3 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Bangor room of the Union, Dec.
14.
SANDWICH CINEMA: "The Long Child-
hood." from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Dec.
15, in the FFA room.
PUB NIGHT: Papa Scrunch Christmas
Party at 8 p.m., Dec. 16, in the Damn
Yankee.
GRADUATE STUDENT BOARD will hold
their last meeting of the semester on
Tuesday. Dec. 14 at 7 p.m. in Estabrooke
Hall.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Jim Miller, Dick
Emerick, Steve Weber and Dave DeFroscia
will speak on "What Makes an Effective
and Innovative Teacher?" Wednesday,
Dec. 15 at 3 p.m. in the North Lown Room.
ENGLISH MAJORS Organizational
Meeting. Wayne Reilly. education writer
for the Bangor Daily News will speak. Dec.
14, 4 p.m. in 106 English/Math building.
Refreshments will be served.
KATAHDIN STRING QUARTET: (com-
posed of graduate students of the Music
Department at UMO) Recital Hall. Lord
Hall. Dec. 14, 8:15 p.m.
RAM'S HORN officers will meet Sunday,
Dec. 19 at 4 p.m. at Ram's Horn.
ATT'N ALL JEWISH STUDENTS: For
those of you who would like to participate
in the lighting of the Chanukah candles
there will be candles lit in the room of
Hillel Pres. Larry Saloman (221 Oxford
Hall) starting Thurs.. Dec. 16 at 4:30 p.m.
and each night until the end of finals week
Dec. 23.
MPAC MEETING every Tuesday at thk
Maples, 4 p.m. All are welcome.
FILIK
TUESDAY
Comedy Greats Film Festival III 7:30 and
9:30 p.m. in 101 EM.
WEDNESDAY
"Shampoo", Warren Beatty, Julie Chris-
tie, Lee Grant. 7 and 9:15 p.m. 130 Little
Hall.
LAUGHTER AND LOVE FILM FESTIVAL.
"Dr. Strangelove." 7:30 p.m. Student
Union, BCC.
THURSDAY
"Shampoo." 7 and 9:15 p.m. 100 Nutting.
NM. ,-••••• .1M• am. .mIni AM. 41•••• 41•11.•••.11•1111..M...1 M1
1 Papa Scrunch,
Thursday Night
Dave Mallett
Friday Night
DAMN
1 YANKEE
PUB MEMORIALL
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Dance
December 16th I
Night of easy
listening
December 17th
UNION
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Photo by Puss McKnight
SHERIDAN'S "Scholl for Scandal' will be performed by Maine Masque fromDec. 14-18 at Hauck Auditorium.
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE
presents
THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.
Dec.14-18 -
Hauck Auditorium
8:15 p.m.
by
Richard BrInsley Sheridan
•!
1
• r,
1:„..
-
Tickets
$1.50 UMO students
$2.00 general admission
on sale Hauck Auditorium Box Office
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 6:oo p.m. to curtain
evenings of performance
0
14
SPORTS
UMO wrestlers fall to RIC,
beat Dalhouise and UMPI
BY AL COULOMBE
The University of Maine-Orono wrestlers
gained experience and improved their
season record to 3-1, at a four-team
invitational meet held at companion school
UM-Presque Isle this weekend.
The Bears, coming off a weak showing in
last week's Yankee Conference champion-
ship. lost their opening match-up with
Rhode Island College 29-16, but rallied in
later competition to defeat UMPI and
Dalhouise College of Halifax. N.S. 30-18
and 36-15, respectively.
the meeting was the first of two
multiple-team meets in which Maine will
be involved, and according to UMO coach
Paul Stoyell, this type of competition is fast
becoming the trend in New England
wrestling.
"This type of meet allows us to get some
wrestling in. in a short period of time and
save traveling costs." After the series of
meets, Stoyell said, "We will be prepared
for our match against New Hampshire.
since all our wrestlers have faced good
competition." The Bears would not have
been prepared for the upcoming match
against the Yankee Conference, if not for
the weekend competition. Stoyell
continued.
Bear wrestlers fell to defeat in the first
two weight classes against Rhode Island
College, as Jim Soares pinned John Devin
of Maine in the second period of their
118-pound class encounter, and Chris
Tribbilly easily decisioned Skip Jones, at
126 pounds. It was Jones' first action of the
season.
Pat Daigie scored the Bear's first pin of
the season against John Bogalinni of RIC,
in 1:56 of the first second period of the
134-pound match.
Rhode Island College. who defeated all
corners in the four team meet continued to
dominate the Bears as Brian Lamb
decisioned UMO's Jim Kiser 8-5, at 142
and Jeff Condon of RIC handed Mike Sirois
his only defeat at 150. by an 8-5 score.
The Bears matched the Rhode Island
score as UMO's Barry Goulet shut out
George Chausse in the 158-pound class and
teammate Brian Mulligan stopped Keith
Bralsford 45 seconds into the second period
of the 167-pound match-up.
RIC was too strong for the Bears
collectively and -.hey swept the last three
weight classes for the victory. They
equaled the Bears in pins at two each when
1 im (hausse,aused I MO's Steve Rockhill
to fall only 57 seconds into their
heavyweight match.
UMPI actually won more weight classes
in their battle with the Bears, but Maine's
4-2 advantage in pins, proved to be the
difference.
The host school won the first two weight
classes as both John Devin and Skip Jones
remained winless. Jim Cogley defeated
Devin 11-8, at 118-pounds and Dale Plant
stopped Jones at 1:30 of the second period
in the 126-pound match-up.
Pat Daigle scored his second pin of the
day putting Harold Brown away at 1:18 of
the second period, but Don Dechaine
increased UMPI's lead by edging Jim
Kiser.
Mike Sirois avenged a 1975 loss to
Charles Gibbs, by pinning the UMPI
wrestler with 1:05 seconds gone in the
third period of their 150-pound match, and
Barry Goulet was awarded the victory
against Romie Pelletier as the UMPI
wrestler was injured, when taken down by
Goulet.
Brian Mulligan also made it two pins in
succession against his 158-pound oppo-
nents beating Keith Southworth in 4:06.
Kevin Gilmore, by far UMPI's top
wrestler was in complete control of
yearling wrestler Fran Hanley in the
177-pound class, but was inadvertently
awarded a pin against Hanley after the
buzzer to end the match had sounded, and
the Bears still could have lost the match at
that point.
UMPI failed to gain the two pins
necessary for victory.
The Bears final match of the weekend
was against Dalhouise and Maine kept the
Nova Scotia school winless, by taking the
first seven weight classes and losing the
last three for the win.
UMO had three pins in the match with
Dalhouise with Skip Jones scoring his first
victory of the weekend over Roy Williams
of Dalhouise in 4:59. Jim Kiser also gained
his first win with a pin of Ray Sinimins, at
142-pounds and Brian MAtIligan finished a
perfect weekend by pinning Greg Wilson
with ten seconds remaining in their
167-pound match. Mulligan had an over-
whelming lead in the encounter at the
time.
UMO's Fran Hanley and Mike Watson
continued winless, losing to Mike Snares
and Pete Lamothe at 177 and 190,
respectively. Watson had been pressed
into service as the other Bear 190's were
nursing injuries.
Center bteve Gavett battles a CCNY player for the ball in last week's
basketball action. Photo by Russ McKnight
Hoopsters lose to LaSalle 91-76
despite efforts of Nelson, Lapham
BY MIKE McNAUGHTON
The LaSalle College Explorers, playing
outstanding basketball, defeated a deter-
mined Maine Bear basketball team 91-76
before over 4,000 fans at the Bangor
Auditorium last night.
LaSalle started out red hot with guard
Tony DiLeo and amazing freshman Mike
Brooks hitting from everywhere. The
Bears were a little ragged in the early
going and trailed by as much as 19 points
(33-14) before rallying with just under six
minutes to play in the half. Maine cut the
lead to 33-20 on a Paul Wholey jumper with
5:28 to go. A questionable foul was called
on Wholey with 4:23 to play as he was
flattened by big Donn Wilber going
through the lane. Wholey protested the
call and was assessed with a technical.
This hurt Maine as they could not regain
the momentum which they had built up in
rallying back. LaSalle went into halftime
with a 47-30 lead.
The Explorers could not shake off Maine
in the second half as the Bears went all out
and applied constant pressure. Maine cut
the lead to 70-61 on a Roger Lapham layup
after a Wholey steal with 7:35 to play in the
game. This was as close as Maine was to
come, as the Explorers effectively con-
trolled the ball the rest of the way. getting
key baskets from Brooks and guard Darryl
Gladden.
Brooks led all scorers with 27 points and
was also the game's leading rebounder
with 11. Kevin Nelson was Maine's
leading scorer hitting for 23 points, Roger
Lapham with 19; Wholey with 17. and
Steve Gavett with 11 were Maine's other
leading scorers. Rufus Harris grabbed a
team high of 9 rebounds.
Maine's head coach Skip Chappelle
praised his team's great determination.
"We didn't quit," he said. "we scratched
and fought and gave everything we had."
LaSalle head coach Paul Westhead felt
that his team played one of their best
games of the year in defeating Maine.
"We played very well in the first half." he
commented. "for awhile I thought we
might blow them out." The second half was
different because I never really felt
comfortable with the lead. I was very
impressed with Maine's cohesiveness in
coming back."
In the preliminary game Maine Central
Institute downed the UMO Jayvees '47-84.
Maine plays Armstrong State Thursday in
the last home game before semester break.
Commentary by Rich Carlin
To even the occasional University
of Maine football fan, it was obvious
that the uniforms weren't the only
change in UMO football this past
season.
It was almost one year ago that
Walter Abbott stepped down as head
football coach, and the search for a
replacement began. The man selec-
ted to lead the Black Bears was Jack
Bicknell. Bicknell had been the
offensive backfield coach at Boston
College for eight years, but had no
head coaching experience in college.
in fact, he had never even been on
the sidelines as a college coach until
this season. This didn't seem to hurt
either Bicknell or the Black Bears
though. as they earned UMO's first
winning season in eleven years.
Coach Bicknell is termed by many
of his players as "a very emotional
coach," and it appeared during the
season that much of his enthusiasm
wore off on his players. Walt Abbott
inspired teams in his own way,
leading them to a share of the
Football review: 1976
Yankee Conference title in 1974. But
as coaches often discover, a change
is sometimes needed to shake things
up and get what is needed to build a
stronger program. Abbott saw this
need when he stepped down as head
coach at the end of last season.
It's no secret that UMO's football
budget is small compared to most of
our opponents. Maine can only offer
a handful of football scholarships,
while other Yankee Conference
schools may have as many as 40 or 50
'players on scholarship.
Since a small percentage of UMO
football players are on scholarship,
it's obvious that there are a lot of
people playing football at Maine
solely for the fun of it. This
enthusiasm has kept Maine football
at the competitit e level without the
aid of the larger football budgets
enjoyed by other schools.
Bicknell went right to work on his
offense last spring when he switched
three key players to new positions.
After three years at halfback, Mark
DeGregorio was moved to flanker
where he pertormed admirably until
injured in the New Hampshire game.
and both Stan LaPointe and Rich
McCormick were moved from their
defensive halfback positions to split
end. Bicknell also rewrote the entire
UMO offensive playbook by in-
stalling the multiple offense used at
Boston College.
Maine has always been well-
manned at the skilled positions, but
lack of size and strength in the line
has hurt the team over the years.
Bicknell acted to solve this problem
by acquiring a Nautilus weight
machine for use in the off season. An
extensive recruiting program is also
well underway. All of the coaches are
now on the road recruiting, with the
majority of them having left the day
after the final game of the season.
This fall had its pleasurable
moments for the players, coaches
and fans, but it was an up and down
season which wasn't easy. The Black
Bears were never able to put
together more than two wins in a
row, hut they never lost more than
games in a row either.
crucial win against the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, Yankee
Conference champions again this
year, was a big turning point in the
season, but Maine was never
assured of their winning record until
they nipped Northeastern University
here, in the most exciting game of
the season.
The low point of the season came
only one week later during Jack
Bicknell's return to. Boston, where
the Black Bears were beaten by
Boston University 28-14.
Coach Bicknell completed his first
season at UMO with a loss to coach
"Tubby" Reynold's perennial Di-
vision II powerhouse, the University
of Delaware. The Black Bears were
in the game up until halftime,
prompting a number of UMO players
to say, "We could have beaten
them.' Beat Delaware? It's been
considered next to impossible in
recent years. but with Jack Bick-
nell's enthusiasm and winning at-
titude, that day may not be far off.
And wouldn't .lack Bicknell love to
run the score up on Tubby for a
change?
he Maine Car
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UMO's Kathy Mollman took third in the mile in last weekend's dual meet at
UVM. photo by Steve Vaitones
Swimmers win fifth in a row,
Ira ining ntission scheduled next
BY BRIAN SEAVvARD
The University of Maine, defending Ness
England and Yankee Conference swim-
ming champions, defeated their third
Yankee conference competitor, the Uni-
versity of Vermont. 79-34, Saturday, at
Burlington. This was their last swim meet
before the Christmas vacation.
The powerful Maine swimmers dom-
inated all but two of the 13 events. the
200-yd. butterfly and the 400-yd. freestyle
relay, showing strength and depth in the
remaining events.
Bob Marshall. Jimmy Smoragiewicz and
Bob Stedman formed the nucleus of the
Black Bear swimmers. Marshall won the
50-yd. freestyle with a 22:4. the 100-yd.
freestyle with a 49.5 and swam the
butterfly leg of the winning medley relay.
Smoragiewicz placed first in the 200-yd.
freestyle clocking a 1:47.0 and won the
200-yd. backstroke with a 2:01.2. Stedman
won the 500-yd. freestyle and anchored the
freestyle leg of the medley relay.
Also adding to the depth factor of the
Maine Swim team were Jay Donavan.
winning the 200-yd. individual medley.
Tom Sarson, placing first in the 1,000-yd.
freestyle. John Judge winning the 200-yd.
breaststroke and Roy Warren and Rolf
Olsen dominating the diving events.
Marshal!. Smoragiewicz and Stedman
were happy with their performances but
felt they could have put more behind it.
"The 50 and 100 felt like good swims but
if I had a better turn-over I think I would
have done much better," Marshall said.
Nancy Dural and Patty Holcomb strong and fast
"The times weren't as good as I hoped
they would have been," Smoragiewicz
said, "I guess it's because I've started
double workouts and hard work with the
dry-land exercises."
Stedman said, "My times were satis-
factory, but I guess what I'm really looking
forward to is the training trip to Florida."
In competition with each other Rolf
Olsen beat teammate Roy Warren in the
one-meter diving event, for the second
time this year, but Warren came back in
the three-meter diving to place first over
Olsen.
Diving coach Rich Miller said the only
competition they have is each other. "Both
Roy and Rolf have done really well this
year, their only weakness is finishing their
dives, they have to work on their entries."
Miller added that Warren 's working on
a new dive, a three and a half somersault
off the three meter board. and Olsen is
working on a new dive also, a reverse
twister off the low dive, both of which
should enhance their chances at the
Nationals in March.
Despite the winning record and much
success. coach Switzer still feels the team
has a way to go before it reaches the
quality of success it had last year at the
New Englands.
"We're weak in some areas and they'll
have to show improvement before the
meets following Christmas," Switzer said.
Switzer believes there has to be a great
deal of work in these areas before he feels
confident of the teams abilities.
Women's track team edged by tough Vermont
The University of Maine at Orono
women tracksters opened their competitive
season against Vermont last saturday at
Vermont with a win in the first event. Vi
Swenson handily captured the shot put
with a toss of 36'134". The second and
third places went to Vermont. From the
outset of the meet, the scoring was close,
and the competition outstanding, but
Vermont beat Maine 39-38.
Vermont narrowly edged out the Maine
runners by winning five out of the nine
events. They showed particular class when
their nationally ranked long jumper
catapulted herself 17' 1" into the pit.
Vermont's high jumper, also of national
class, took second in the long jump and
first in the high jump with an uncontested
leap of 5 ft. Injuries earlier in the week hurt
Maine's chances in both events.
Individual winners for Maine were Patty
Holcomb in the 50-yd. dash and Marcia
Norman in the 880-yd. run. Patty sped to
the finish line in a time of 6.2 seconds.
Marcia held off a challenging Vermont
runner and crossed the line in a time of
2:28.1.
The most exciting races of the day were
the 440-yd. run and the sprint relay. Nancy
Duval. Maine's hope in the 440 was
narrowly defeated by the Vermont runner
by 2 tenths of a second. Her time was 60.2.
Duval returned to run yet another 440 as
part of the sprint relay. Duval's strength
and class were evident as she cruised past
the Vermont runner and handed off the
baton to Lisa Stevens. Although Lisa had
injured her ankle earlier in the week she
had already taken third in the 50-yd. dash
and was psyched to run again. She gave
the stick to Melanie Adams who had taken
second in the 45-yd. hurdles and Melanie
in turn passed it to Patty HolLomb.
Sigma Chi, Chadbourne and Penob Mob
win in annual intramural swim meet
BY AL COULOMBE
Sigma Chi continued to dominate the
Intramural Athletic Association (IMAA)
swim meet as they won their fifth
consecutive title in the competition, which
was contested Nov. 20 at the Stanley
Wallace Pool, University of Maine at
Orono.
Chadbourne Hall was awarded the
dormitory championship, after finishing
second by a single point in 1975. Both
competitions were the sixth in the annual
series.
Penobscot's Mob took the championship
in the women's meet introduced this year,
in a close contest with Hart and Balentine
Halls.
Sigma Chi's victory was their easiest
defense of the trophy since 1970. The
winners scored 77 meet points, out
distancing Sigma Alpha Epsilon with 40.
Delta Tau Delta with 36, and Alpha
Gamma Rho and Tau Kappa Epsilon with
35 points. Sigma Chi won six ot nine events
on their way to the title.
Peter Farnum and Dana Clark were both
double winners for Sigma Chi. Farnum
won the 50 yard freestyle in 25.175
seconds, defeating Jim White of Sigma Phi
Epsilon and John Coombs of Tau Kappa
Epsilon and beat White again later in the
meet in the longer 100 yard freestyle, with
Mike Booth of Delta Tau Delta finishing
third. Farnum's time was 56.227 seconds.
Clark, meanwhile defeated Don FaIt of
SAE and Bob O'Brien of Alpha Gamma
Rho in the 100 yard individual medley.
wining in 1:07.1, and scored a victory in the
50 yard breaststroke over Greg Pier of
Delta Tau Delta and Roy St. Clair of TKE.
Other winners in the fraternity meet
were Barry Somes of Theta Chi, who won
the 50 yard butterfly in 27.006 seconds and
Mike Vessey of Sigma Chi in the 50 yard
backstroke with a 31.386 second clocking.
Phi Eta Kappa won the 100 yard medley
relay and Sigma Chi, the 200 yard relay.
All meet records in the fraternity meet
stood the test of this year's competition.
The dormitory meet was almost a repeat
of the 1975 competition, with Chadbourne
and Knox Hall separated by a single point
with only the final relay remaining. In
1975 the independent Pool Lappers came
away with the title, with Chadbourne
placing second and Knox third. But with
the independents not in the competition
this year. Chadbourne took the final relay
for a winning 74 to 59 point margin over
Knox. Oxford was third and Stodder (*mirth
with 47 and 46 points.
Chadbourne's swimmers won four
events while Oxford captured three and
Knox gained most of their total in second
or third place finishes.
Oxford took an early lead by defeating
Chadbourne in the 100 yard medley relay,
timed in 56.223 seconds and further
extended their advantages as Ralph Turner
set a new meet record in the 100 yard
individual medley beating John Wither-
spoon of Knox and Chris Thompson of
Chadbourne. Turner's record time was
1:00.7.
Chadbourne rallied behind John Polish-
ook's victory in the 50 yard freestyle,
defeating Si Moore and Gary Kenny, both
of Stodder, but Oxford again regained the
advantage, when Brad Allen won the 50
yard butterfly event.
From that point on, however. Chad-
bourne took control, with Knox coming
from behind to challenge. Mike Schlier
stopped Witherspoon of Knox and Keith
Dutton of Aroostook in the 100 yard
freestyle and Ken Lewis beat Steve Olsen
of York and Mike Murphy of Knox in the
50 yard breaststroke to set up a showdown
in the final relay.
Penob Mob, behind Joy Switzer's victory
in the 100 yard freestyle and Priscilla
Rowe's win in the 50 yard backstroke held
on to defeat Hart and Balentine. Penobscot
scored 79 points to 72 for Hart and 68 for
lentine.
Four new meet records were set in the
women's competition. The Stodder Se-
quins won the 100 yard medley relay in the
record time of 1:07.774. Renee Deighton of
the same organization, also set a record by
winning the 100 yard indivdual medley in
1:13.
Balentine had the other two record
setters. They were Kim Heinman in the 50
yard freestyle and Jeanne Macintosh in the
50 yard butterfly.
Patty more than held off the Vermont
runner as she sped to the finish in a
spectacular split time for the 220 of 25.5
seconds. But it was not enough to win the
meet. Vermont squeaked to a 39-38 victory
when all the points were finally tallied.
Jim Ballinger labeled the meet as
"Some of the best dual meet competition
the girls will see all year."
As injuries heal and the season
progresses the women will continue to
improve. The next meet is the Dartmouth
Invitational, Jan. 16 and 17. The women
are looking forward to it, and the coach is
optimistic.
Women Cagers
On Thursday. the University of
Maine's women's basketball team
will travel to New Hampshire to play
a revamped Wildcat team. Last year
with no height. UNH suffered a
ten-point loss to UMO, but this year,
UNH has picked up some tall
players.
"We'll be playing it by ear
Thursday," comments Maine's
coach Eileen Fox. "It's a new
situation this year. so we'll just have
to experiment when we get down
there." With three wins behind
them, UMO should have little
problem. "getting more balls in the
hoop."
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real turquoise, coral, jet, etc. Silver
-Purer
"Gierling." Indian-made, New Mexico.
(Navajo. Zuni. Santo Domingo, Hopi). Special
Prices til X-mas on large stone turquoise rings.
($17-$21) and liquid silver chokers with ghost
turquoise nugget ($6). Crushed inlay band
rings ($161. Coral and turquoise pinky rings.
special $1-off at $11 and $16. Also at lowest
available local prices (check around and see!)
bracelets, necklaces, watch bands, bolo ties.
belt buckles, good ring Selection and many
kinds of $10412 liquid silver chokers
Checks accepted
Dec. 14 & 15 & 21 & 22.
10:30-4:30.
Memorial Union
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Naiads top BU,
swim Wildcats
away this week
BY BILL WALLACE
Jill Puzas broke the New England record
in the 200-yd. breaststroke and Julie
Woodcock won the 200-yd. individual
medley and the 200-yd. backstroke as the
University of Maine women's swim team
dropped Boston University 86-45 on
saturday.
Jill, a freshman, now holds UMO records
in the 50-yd. butterfly, the 100-yd.
breaststroke, and the 200-yd. breaststroke.
She is New England record-holder in the
200-breaststroke and co-record-holder in
100 breaststroke. Although Jill's time in
the 200-breaststroke was a splendid 2:28.6,
her time in the first 100 yards (1:11)
indicated she could have gone faster. the
closest person pushing Jill was more than a
pool length behind.
Julie Woodcock won her specialty, the
200-yd. individual medley, with a time of
2:16.7. hough primarily a breaststroke-
individual medley swimmer, Julie demon-
strated the versatility which makes her
invaluable to UMO's team. Denise Small,
UMO's star backstroker could not make the
trip because of illness, and Eileen
Sherlock. UMO's other top dorsal swim-
mer, was scheduled to swim the 50 and
100-yd. freestyle and both relays. This
meant UMO had to find someone to put
against BU's top backstroker Micki Heddy.
Julie's race experience in the backstroke
had previously been confined to the
backstroke legs of the 200 and 400-yd.
individual medley, but she volunteered.
The 200-backstroke race was close for the
first 100 yards; then Julie opened a huge
six body-length lead in the second 100
yards to win with a school record time of
2:20.0.
The UMO victory in the opening event,
the 400-yd. medley relay, proved to be a
psychological boost for the team. A
pleasant surprise was the outstanding
breaststroke leg swum by Carol Struzziero.
She drew close enough to her BU opponent
to allow teammate Jill Puzas to overtake
the BU butterflyer on the third leg of the
relay. Anchorperson Louanne Dodge se-
cured the victory and a new school record.
The time was 4:32.6.
The 400-yd. freestyle relay team of Julie
Woodcock, Colleen Trainor, Jill Puzas, and
Eileen Sherlock also established a new
UMO mark. The relay was highlighted by
Julie's blistering :56.6 leadoff leg.
Patti Ward again prevailed for UMO in
both the one and three-meter diving. Her
total of 213.5 points on the three-meter
board erased Marty Wren's old UMO
record.
Anne Lucey captured the 200 and
500-yd. freestyle. Her 500-yd. freestyle
time was higher than it was a week ago in
'
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UMO's Jill Puzas, shown above in the butterfly leg of the medley relay, broke the New England recordin the 200 yd. breaststroke last weekend. photo by RIII Wallace
the UMass meet, but this was due to a lack
of pressure from opposing swimmers.
The UMO swimmers now tune up for
their meet this Thursday against the
University of New Hampshire at Durham.
UNH is undefeated through six meets this
season, including a hard-fought one-point
win over UMass--a team UMO beat by 45
points. Margo Boch and Martha Hatch are
two of UNH's notable swimmers: Margo is
a top butterfly sprinter while Martha
swims backstroke. The Wildcats top
performer, however, is Laurie Schulte. She
is a versatile freestyler, swimming dis-
tances from 50-500 yards. At the New
Englands last year Laurie placed fourth in
the 100, and seventh in the 200-yd.
freestyle. Against UMO, however, she will
be facing the best freestylers that she has
seen all season.
UMO coach Jeff Wren sized up UNH as
a team strong in the sprints, but weaker in
the longer distances. UMO has a decided '
advantage with individuals who can swim
multiple events. Julie Woodcock and Jill
Puzas can excel in the breaststroke.
butterfly, backstroke, individual medley,
or distance freestyle events. UNH's Laurie
Schulte will be hard-pressed by UMO's
freestyle corps of Rae Fournier. Leigh
Hutchinson. Eileen Sherlock, Nancy Kurt,
Colleen Trainor. or Anne Lucey. Back-
strokers Denise Small and Eileen Sherlock
are two of New England's best.
Tracksters rout Vermont,
four meet records are set
BY STEVE VAITONES
The men's track team won its third
straight dual meet on Saturday, crushing
the University of Vermont 81-37 at the
Catamounts' home oval in Burlington. The
Bears took the top three spots in four
events-shot put, 35 lb. weight throw, pole
vault, and two mile-in the convincing
victory. Four meet records were set or tied
in the chilly fieldhouse, as every race on
the 10-lap-to-the-mile track was hotly
contested.
Three Maine athletes won their events
for the third week in a row with two of them
setting meet records as well as scoring in
secoii4 events. Paul Collette won the 50 yd.
high hurdles (6.0), Al Sherrerd took the
shot in a meet record toss of 50'4" and
then took second in the weight, and Mike
Roddin set a new dual contest standard in
the mile with a 4:16.8 clocking. Roddin
then contributed an excellent 1:55.4 half
mile in anchoring the two Mi!f• relay,
joining Steve Nightingale, Jon Howland,
and Myron Whipkey in setting another
meet record of 7:59.6. the best time in this
event for a Maine foursome in several
years.
Vermont's only record setter was Bernie
Gagnon with a 5.6 win in the 50 yard dash.
UMO's mile relay quartet of Tom
Stephenson, Nat Tupper, Ed Gott, and
Nick Tupper took their third consecutive
race, winning in 3:25.9. Nick had a 49.2
anchor leg. coming off a strong victory in
the 600 yd. run (1:14.6).
Other UMO victors were Bill Pike (two
mile-9:27.1), Steve Rines (weight-48'1/2"),
and Doug Hatch (pole vault-13'), all
leading sweeps in their respective events.
Additional double scorers for the Bears
were Mike Joly in the weight and shot, and
Kevin Dyer in the long and triple jumps.
Head coach Ed Styrna was pleased with
the team's showing in the season's first
three meets, but expressed concern for the
problems the long Christmas break may
cause. "It will be tough to keep the team ia
top shape over this long a period, so the
objective will be to not fall far behind. We
had this problem last year as well, but we
will be coming back to two meets that are a
little lower-keyed. Some athletes will be
able to train hard and get to some
invitational meets, but who and how many
is uncertain." The next big competition for
many team members will be the Dartmouth
Invitational on Jan. 16 and 17.
•
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Your textbooks were never
worth more!
BLACK BEAR BOOK STORE
A
V
0
22 MILL STREET • ORONO, MAINE
ACROSS FROM PAT'S PIZZA
We need
 thousands
 of used
 
textbooks
FOR THE SPRING SESSION AT U.M.O.
SELL your books as soon
as you no longer need them.
They will never be worth
more than they are new.
Top cash prices paid for
all books
 
of VAILIE.
RECYCLE your books for CASH.
Clip & Save - Clip & Save - Clip & Save - Clip & Save - Clip & Save - Clip &
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BY KEN HOLMES
A legislative committ
University of Maine rec.
day that the Super Univ,
be abolished.
The Performance Audi
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'Scandal'
People don't have to b.
"You might as well be
drink," according to R
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any of the characters
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